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Virtual worlds and libraries
Gridhopping to new worlds

T

he initial hype about virtual worlds may
have cooled from the high of a few years
ago, but librarians and educators actively
use virtual worlds in many different ways.
Librarians were early explorers of Second
Life, the virtual world most widely recognized
for educational uses, but many are now
“gridhopping” to other worlds to understand
the potential beyond the proprietary Linden
Labs venue.
The ever-changing virtual world availability presents many alternatives to Second
Life. The ACRL Virtual Worlds Interest Group
and the ACRL in SL counterpart (a Second
Life group) have met regularly in Second Life
since 2008, presenting programs, participating
in research on the use and value of virtual
worlds, and exploring immersive educational
project sites.
The Second Life virtual world is the
most well known virtual platform1 and as it
celebrates ten years of public access, many
librarians, educators, gamers, role players,
and other Second Life residents are evaluating
their experiences in Second Life along with
other worlds. Second Life’s longevity and
its economy, in which you can purchase or
acquire an astounding variety of goods and
services developed by residents, make it
the virtual world where many people begin
their virtual experiences and come together
to meet and share experiences, training, and
insights into developing other places.
Librarians have been active in Second Life
since 20062 and remain active in developing
creative environments for lifelong teaching
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and learning.3 Among the earliest adopters
for educational use of virtual worlds, librarians and information literacy specialists began
building and sharing resources by 2007.4 The
potential for teaching across the curriculum
and for reaching disabled patrons through this
new medium was heralded as an important
breakthrough in innovative technology.5 Research on the adoption of virtual world tools,
techniques, and effectiveness has advanced
the understanding of virtual and immersive
spaces.6 Fourteen tools that are useful for
immersive learning, delivery of 3-D content,
and global collaboration for educators and
librarians were identified through exploration
of Second Life.7
Second Life has been an excellent foundation for expanding into other virtual world
platforms, and now the question becomes,
What else is out there with applications suitable for librarians and educators?
When Linden Labs, Second Life’s parent
company, announced in 2010 that discounted
land prices for educational institutions and
nonprofits would be eliminated, causing
costs to almost double, educational institutions with a Second Life presence had to reevaluate commitment to their sites.8 Although
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membership in Second Life is free to users,
General information
institutions, organizations, or individuals
More information comparing virtual worlds
wanting to develop or host a site must
can be found in Hypergrid Business.10
either rent or purchase land. The pricing
• OpenSimulator. OpenSimulator is an
changes in effect after 2010 were at least
open source multiplatform, multiuser 3-D
partly responsible for movement from
application server. It can be used to create
Second Life to other platforms.
a virtual environment (or world) that can
Many institutions or agencies need
be accessed through a variety of clients on
secure sites that can be controlled by the
multiple protocols. It allows for customization
owner and hosted on their own servers,
of virtual worlds similar to Second Life, but
another factor in movement. Meanwhile,
is an open source project.11 Open simulators
OpenSim allowed development of open
also support Hypergrid, an extension that alsimulator versions of virtual worlds with
lows linking between participating OpenSims.
aspects similar to Second Life, and develAccess: http://www.hyperica.com/how-to
opment of other virtual platforms took off.
-travel/.
This review presents some alternatives
to Second Life for using virtual worlds in
Virtual worlds
education and libraries. For purposes of this
• Inworldz. Inworldz looks and functions
column we define virtual worlds as: “A virtual
quite similarly to Second Life, although it is an
world is a
OpenSim
synchroplatfor m.
n o u s ,
With 6,390
persistent
active usnetwork
ers, there
of people,
are librarr e p r e ians and
sented as
educator
avatars, fasites, user
cilitated by
groups,
networked
and user
computsupport,
ers.”9
as well as
Screenshot of Inworldz. View this article online for detailed image.
a marketThere
place of
are now
goods and services similar to Second Life.
literally thousands of virtual worlds and
Inworldz has developed its own viewer, but
many hosting services. Criteria for incluusers can also use third-party viewers. Insion in this resource review are examples
worldz is free to use. Land prices are based
of grids with an established educational
on purchase of Private Isles or Mainland represence or targeted towards education.
gions. Private Isles are full regions with more
Because virtual worlds have so much to
functionality and management capabilities
offer visually, we have included links to
than a mainland region. Mainland regions are
machinima (video shot inside a virtual
available at smaller price than Private Isles,
world or computerized video game) that
have some restrictions in size, and prim count
archive some virtual builds, meetings, and
(prims are the building blocks). Private Isles
experiences.
are priced at $75/month, with a $75 setup fee
Thanks to the ACRL in SL group for
attached. Mainland pricing is at $60/month
providing the inspiration for this colwith a $60 setup fee. The ACRL Virtual World
umn and for sharing the collaborative
Interest Group toured the library in August
experience.
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2012 viewing a demonstration library. An
archived video tour with ACRL in SL group
is available.12 Access: http://inworldz.com/.
• Jokadia. JokaydiaGRID is an OpenSimbased virtual world focused on Education and

Screenshot of Jokadia.
the Arts. Cost for land in Jokaydia, owned by
an educator in Australia, starts at $22 with
a $45 set-up fee. Rentals are also available,
with regions supporting 15 to 20 avatars, and
movie- and MP3-streaming is supported. Signups are free, and community and developer
support is available. Voice is not currently
available, but the developers are working on
features. Video shows a demonstration library
for lifelong learning developed by a doctoral
candidate in library science. An archived
video with ACRL in SL group is available.13
Access: http://www.jokaydiagrid.com/.
• Kitely. Kitely is another OpenSim platform with different hosting options as well

Screenshot of Kitely.
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as a free plan. Land owners can pay for a
virtual world for a monthly cost of $40. US per
month for a region that can support up to 100
concurrent users or pay for a time-based billing based on the time actually spent in your
virtual world. Kitely uses voice, and
can be accessed through the same
viewers that are used with Second
Life. An archived video with ACRL in
SL group is available.14 Access: http://
www.kitely.com/.
• Reaction Grid, Jibe, and Unity
3D. Reaction Grid develops 3-D projects and provides platforms for virtual
worlds. Jibe is the company’s virtual
world platform. Jibe can be hosted by
ReactionGrid or installed on a server
and behind a firewall. ReactionGrid’s
team can also provide custom design
services. The Unity 3D plugin makes
it possible to access a Jibe world
through a standard browser installed
on a MAC or a PC. Tools for tablet access are
may be under development. A variety of tools
and services help designers develop projects.
Consult John Lester’s blog, “Be Cunning and
Full of Tricks,”15 for in world office hours and
more information: Costs depend on products
and services. An archived video with UW
Avalumni (University of Washington Virtual
Worlds Alumni group) is available.16 Access:
http://reactiongrid.com/
• Second Life. As mentioned above,
Second Life remains the virtual world with
the most highly developed resources and
is the place where many active participants
gather to share experiences and hold meetings and conferences. Annual
Virtual Worlds Best Practices in
Education conferences are held
in Second Life and draw many
participants. The platform has
improved graphic capabilities
in the past few years, and building tools have enabled resident
creators to develop more realistic
and creatively designed avatar
appearance, clothing, buildings,
and other objects. Advantages
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Each individual is represented by a colored
of Second Life include the wide variety of
dot (instead of an avatar) and can move from
sites; voice, chat and IM communication;
room to room on the virtual world grid. An
established groups for social, creative, and
archived video with UW Avalumni (Univereducational collaboration; and large memsity of Washington Virtual Worlds Alumni
bership. The number of concurrent users
group) is available.20 Access: https://www.
online is somewhere around 50,000 but can
be more than 80,000 at peak times,17 so users
sococo.com/.
• Spot On 3D. Some virtual worlds, such
can hope to find a variety of events, both
as Spot On 3D, are marketed for business,
educational and recreational, where they will
recreation, and education. The cost for a
meet other residents. Membership is free,
15,000-prim region
and it is possible
is $60 with no set-up
for users to have
fee. The UW Avaa full experience
lumni Group toured
without spending
Spot On 3D, and the
any money. Institufield trip illustrates
tions developing a
the business confersustained presence
ence setting. Spot
will want to purOn 3D shares this
chase or rent land.
slogan on the Web,
Land costs are de“Jump INTO the 3D
termined by the size
web- a place to GO
of the parcel. A land
TO rather than a
region is $1,000 for
page to read.” An
a full region, 65,536
Screenshot of Sococo.
archived video with
meters, with a $295
UW Avalumni (University of Washington
monthly fee, but land can be purchased
Virtual Worlds Alumni group) is available.21
from Linden Labs in sizes as small as 1/128th
region, 512 square meters, with a monthly
Access: http://spoton3d.com/.
fee of $5 month and options inbetween;
prim counts vary by size of land.18 A disadOther virtual worlds to consider
vantage of Second Life for institutional use,
• Dreamland Metaverse. Dreamland
in addition to the high land costs, is that it
Metaverse is a popular OpenSim hosting
does not operate behind firewalls. Second
provider with a large membership. Access:
Life and most other virtual worlds are not
http://www.dreamlandmetaverse.com/.
supported by mobile apps; however, there
• Osgrid. Osgrid is an active OpenSim
are unofficial apps for limited use, often with
grid organization of linked participating
the ability to view chat and instant messages.
regions with educational members. Access:
An archived video tour of Virtual Montmartre
http://www.osgrid.org.
with ACRL in SL group is available.19 Access:
http://www.secondlife.com.
Future of virtual worlds
• Sococo. Most educators and librarians
Like any gaming experience, Second Life and
find the “sense of presence” felt in virtual
other virtual world graphics are best exworlds to present an advantage not found
perienced with a fairly high-end computer
in Webinars or other distance education
with good graphics cards. Most virtual
platforms. Through creating an avatar and
worlds require downloading a viewer, eisituating oneself with the environment, the
ther a proprietary viewer like the official
virtual space becomes actively shared instead
Second Life viewer or one of a number of
of passively viewed. Sococo, a virtual world
third party viewers used to access OpenSim
without simplified avatars, is a bit different.
virtual worlds as well. As virtual worlds
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continue to evolve and change, viewers
will change and upgrades are imperative.
Virtual worlds accessible through a browser are developing, and there are even virtual
world instances that run off a USB drive or
sim-on-a-stick.22 Applications for tablets will
open up virtual experiences to more users
more easily; however, a corresponding loss
in the total immersive experience may be expected with smaller screens. Moving content
between platforms and gridhopping from
one virtual world to another is improving.
Educators and librarians will need to evaluate
sustainability as well as benefits, advantages,
and disadvantages in order to understand best
practices for content delivery, instruction,
information literacy, professional development, and global collaboration. Selecting a
platform for a virtual world project now offers
multiple choices.
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